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I received the quality

education and the exposure

through practical experience

called internship. In addition,

we had various renowned

guest speakers from industry

who groomed us to face the

corporate world more

confidently. Apart from

industry training, we were

always encouraged to

participate in intercollegiate

fest and various other in-

house activities that helped

us groom even more. SFIMAR

has not only helped me

understand business

dynamics but has also

imparted the skills to execute

in a rapidly changing business

environment.

Marissa M. Fernandes

MMS: Batch 2006-08

Specialist – LeaD, 

Tata Consultancy Services

SFIMAR has helped me gain a

broader perspective of

overall business features and

supplementary subtlety to

my personality. I will be

grateful to the faculty at

SFIMAR for all their

teachings. It was not just a

stride in the right direction

but a leap towards my

professional goals. I landed to

my dream job through

SFIMAR and it has been a

wonderful career journey so

far.

Ashwin Patil

MMS: Batch 2002-04

Equity Research Analyst, 

LKP Securities Ltd.

SFIMAR has changed my

attitude and approach

towards my career. I am

happy to see my SFIMAR

friends growing on a success

ladder. Indeed, SFIMAR was

a great learning ground for

me and my batch mates. I

would like to contribute

back to my alma-mater for

knowledge sharing and

grooming purposes.

Anand Vayda

MMS: Batch 2005-07

Program Manager,

Portescap India Pvt. Ltd

SFIMAR has excellent faculty

and alumni network which

can groom student to be

successful as an employee or

as an entrepreneur. Institute

provides world class facilities

and develop students’ much

needed skill set to achieve

professional goals.

Exposure to Financial

Modelling workshops, Mock

Stock training, data analysis

and visualization definitely

helped me immensely in my

career.

Saurabh Oak

MMS: Batch 2005-07

AVP, JP Morgan 



After 10 years, I can proudly

say that the institute was a

huge steppingstone for my

career to the corporate

world and thereafter in

entrepreneurship.

Now from the job profile of

an equity research analyst

when I look back, I would

like to thank SFIMAR for

granting me with a top-class

education and knowledge.

I would always like to

remain associated with my

alma-mater for the purpose

of sharing knowledge,

summer internships with

the current students and

job opportunities in near

future.

Ritesh Gulrajani

MMS: Batch 2008-10

Founder

Finmudra Advisory Services

It was a great learning in

SFIMAR, where the foundation

of my career was laid. I had a

great time with well-read

professors who molded me to

think from a holistic point of

view on any issues related to

marketing and management.

The teaching, projects, case

studies, internships and

curriculum helped me

personally to grow and create

high standards at my

workplace.

All the best for the 'Next-Gen'

from SFIMAR... proud to be a

SFIMARIAN!

Aditya Koul

MMS: Batch 2008-10 

Head of Channel Partners 

& Alliances

Tonino Lamberghini

Residences, Dubai 

Today as I stand successful

and stable in life, I look back

and reflect where it all

started. SFIMAR is the name

which comes to my mind

instantaneously played the

most important role in

shaping my pathway from a

college student to the money

man as they call me today

(for managing others'

valuable funds). The

management education

imparted by the professors in

SFIMAR has helped me

building up my confidence to

deal with the corporate

challenges. I will always be

grateful towards everyone at

SFIMAR, who has helped me

to take my career ahead.

Engelbert Gonsalves

MMS: Batch 2007-09

SAP - Associate Consultant

Larsen & Toubro Infotech

Looking back 5 years from the

time when I completed my

MMS Finance in a difficult

economic environment, and

looking at where I stand now, a

lot of credit goes to the

thought processes and

management concepts learned

at SFIMAR. I am proud to say

that our batch did very well

and most of my batchmates are

at an elevated path of their

career.

I would like to thank my

professors, placement team

and specially my colleagues

who kept on challenging each

other to get the best out of

everyone. Learning at SFIMAR

gave a different dimension to

the management studies which

has always helped me in

building my career. I thank the

Institute for preparing me to

meet the corporate challenges

efficiently.

Abhijit Khatav

MMS: Batch 2006-08 

AGM, Fever FM (HT Media Ltd.)



I have had the privilege to be

in the only student in MMS

from Operation field at

SFIMAR and was fortunate to

get International placement.

From the very beginning, the

institute and especially the

amazing teachers have been

successful in inculcating in us

the sense of responsibility,

curiosity and the fire to go

beyond our capacity.

The seeds of where I am

today have been planted

there and I am grateful for

that. With state-of- the-art

facilities and the best

teachers, the future of the

students is in safe hands and

they are on the right path to

becoming successful leaders

in which ever field they go!

Pratik S Kadam 

MMS: Batch 2010-12

Manager, Schaeffler India Ltd.

Today as I stand successful

and stable in life, I look back

and reflect where it all

started. SFIMAR is the name

which comes to my mind

instantaneously played the

most important role in

shaping my pathway from a

college student to the money

man as they call me today

(for managing others'

valuable funds). The

management education

imparted by the professors in

SFIMAR has helped me

buildup my confidence to

deal with the corporate

challenges. I will always be

grateful towards everyone at

SFIMAR, who has helped me

to take my career ahead.

Ameya Jadhav

MMS: Batch 2010-12

Manager Morgan Stanley

“Being a part of new

beginnings is always special

and so was my journey in

FedEx Express as it kicked off

along with SFIMAR

Looking back, I can certainly

say that SFIMAR was one of

the most important

milestones in shaping my

career. MMS Marketing at

SFIMAR provides an

innovative course design,

some of the best in class

faculty from industry. Along

with academics, SFIMAR also

focuses on personality

development which helped

me build a rewarding career.

It has been an unforgettable

journey since I joined SFIMAR

& I owe my success to my

Alma Mater.”

Rodon Andrades

MMS: Batch 2012-2014 

Manger, FedEx Express

The 2 years spent at

SFIMAR for my post-

graduation has molded me

into a leader who is

ethical,

Business oriented and

empathetical at the same

time. Apart from the

curriculum, the

summer/winter internship,

the experienced visiting

faculty and guest speakers

gave me a glimpse of what

to expect in the real world

and made me a resilient

person. SFIMAR surely

played an integral part in

the success of my

professional life.

Macsen Jose

MMS: Batch 2014-16

Sr. Specialist, Google



SFIMAR is Place of Learning,

fun, culture and many such

life preaching activities. The

faculty members are

excellent and the Placements

at the institute is at its best. I

learnt many skills like value-

based leadership, teamwork

and social cohesion, trust and

respect in two year of PGDM

course. I am proud to be an

alumnus of SFIMAR.

Anand Kamlesh Mishra

PGDM, Batch 2016-18

Senior Relationship Manager

HDFC securities

I was introduced to

interesting management

theories and concepts

during my two-year PGDM

programme at SFIMAR.

Apart from imparting

knowledge, the programme

emphasized on practice-

based and experiential

learning. When there were

online classes arranged

during the pandemic, the

institute leveraged different

engagement tools to ensure

that the students have an

engaging online learning

experience. As a result, I

can apply my learnings in

the corporate today. The

programme has equipped

me with the required

knowledge, skills and

attitude which are integral

for the development of an

individual.

Mr. Nikhil Jose Mathew

PGDM, Batch 2019-21

It gives me great pleasure in

sharing my experience at St.

Francis Institute of Management

and Research. SFIMAR has

successfully accomplished its

promises and objectives in

providing quality education and

overall development of all its

students.

Finding the right path to success

at the right time is really very

important and for that reason I

selected SFIMAR. The friendly

environment, the systematic

approach towards imparting

education at SFIMAR made me a

competent individual. The wide

range of activities- both curricular

and co-curricular and the support

from SFIMAR has really helped me

in building my career. Each faculty

helped me I approached to, and

shaped me to become a

responsible and successful person.

Chitra Salian

PGDM, Batch of 2017-19

Analyst, CRISIL Limited

For me the journey of SFIMAR

is like a roller coaster ride.

While I was enjoying my first

year of the course,

participating in various events

and at the same time getting

good scores in the academics,

the ride becomes dangerous

and we have to attain the

lectures from home , which

was very boring but SFIMAR

manages to give us countless

opportunities to develop the

various skills and all the time

my mentor was helping me to

grow better and try to sharpen

my skills. Being a SFIMAR

alumni is a pride of my life.

Isha Anil Keniya

PGDM, Batch 2019-21

Growth Partner, EvolutionCo



I believe that in our growing years,

the clarity of fundamentals is

important and hence its application

will help us grow and move up the

corporate ladder. Once you are up

there, then the person's character

helps you distinguish from the

rest. True to its name, it's a

beautiful temple of learning where

you equip yourself with knowledge

arsenal, case study method of

learning, Library facilities, live

industry projects, intelligent co-

students, state of the art

infrastructure et al. At the same time,

you imbibe human values which

helpsbuildastrongcharacter.

Ashish Adhia

MFM, Batch -2018-

2021 

Senior Finance Executive - IT

I have spent three years at SFIMAR

campus and the experience has been

great. The classrooms, computer labs,

assembly hall and library are well

equipped, and the staff is very

cooperative. Being from an Engineering

background, it was tough initially to

understand subjects related to Finance

but Professors were patient enough to

teach us the basic level and also

attended to queries not just during

lectures but beyond college hours.

I was a student of Marketing and the

intent of undertaking this course is to

diversify my career from Engineering to

Engineering-Marketing. An additional

Management Degree always acts like a

cushion for climbing up the corporate

ladder. This Institute is the right place

for working professionals to enhance

their skills and career and I highly

recommend this Institute.

Mr. Ashutosh Naik

MMM, 2018-2021

M.E.(Chemical Engineering), M.I.E

Studying at SFIMAR has been a

wonderful experience

altogether.

From studies to extra-curricular

activities, everything here is well

balanced.

There has been a lot of

motivation and encouragement

given to me which has helped

me in getting better and

confident day by day.

Resuming studies after a long

break seemed to be a bit

difficult until I joined SFIMAR.

There were a lot of

opportunities provided by the

Institute to learn and showcase

talent. Our programme head

and all the faculty and admin

staff are very helpful and readily

available at all times.

Glad to be a part of SFIMAR.

Jecintha Jossy

MFM,Batch 2017-2020

Analyst, Nomura Services India 

Pvt. Ltd.

SFIMAR is a temple of

knowledge. Along with

knowledge, I have also

developed leadership and

communication skills. I like the

friendly atmosphere and the

fact that teachers are

cooperative with the students.

All teachers are well

experienced and have expertise

in their respective fields. They

focus on each of the student

and help them as and when

they need. Even

the admin staff are very helpful.

I can proudly say I am a student

of SFIMAR.

Mr. Adwait Rane

MMM, Batch 2016-2019

Sales Co-Ordinator, Corel T 

Services Pvt. Ltd.



There are no shortcuts it is always

Crawl, Walk, Jump, Sprint! My time

at SFIMAR was instrumental in

helping me complete my MBA

while I had a busy schedule working

too!!

One of the best times that I’ve had

– from every single perspective –

academics, teachers, wonderful

ambiance to learn, friends – the

entire experience. Great faculty,

excellent in their respective fields,

never turned us down at times of

our need. They extended their

helping hands for us beyond

academics. We were more like a

family.

Apart from the academics,

Participating and organizing events,

volunteering, working on different

projects beyond the given syllabus,

being the member of the fest

committee, having a broad

spectrum of friends and

acquaintances are some of the

highlights. The faculty has always

been supportive and encouraging.

Time flew by, but the memories

and lessons learnt at SFIMAR will

be treasured for a lifetime, the

reason I am still associated with the

college as an active Alumni

Association Member committee.

Maryline Sebastian 

MFM: BATCH 2011-14

Sr. Manager, RIL


